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Motivation of Entity Recognition and Typing

 Making sense of large text corpus
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Example: Linking Entities to Knowledge Base

Criticism of 
government 

response to the 
hurricane …

The criticism consisted primarily of 
condemnations of mismanagement in 
response to Hurricane Katrina. Specifically, 
there was a delayed response to the flooding 
of New Orleans, Louisiana. New Orleans
Mayor Ray Nagin was also criticized for failing 
to implement his evacuation plan. 

Bush was criticized for not returning to 
Washington, D.C. from his vacation in Texas until 
after Wednesday afternoon. On the morning of 
August 28, the president telephoned Mayor Nagin
to "plead" for a mandatory evacuation of New 
Orleans, and Nagin and Gov. Blanco decided to 
evacuate the city in response to that request

Link entity mentions to 
knowledge base 
entries for in-depth 
entity information
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The criticism consisted primarily of 
condemnations of mismanagement in 
response to Hurricane Katrina. Specifically, 
there was a delayed response to the flooding 
of New Orleans, Louisiana. New Orleans
Mayor Ray Nagin was also criticized for failing 
to implement his evacuation plan. 

Bush was criticized for not returning to 
Washington, D.C. from his vacation in Texas until 
after Wednesday afternoon. On the morning of 
August 28, the president telephoned Mayor Nagin
to "plead" for a mandatory evacuation of New 
Orleans, and Nagin and Gov. Blanco decided to 
evacuate the city in response to that request

Example: Linking Entities to Knowledge Base

“Entities” are what a large part of our knowledge is about
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What Power Can We Gain if More Structures are available?

 Structured database queries

 Structures facilitate heterogeneous network analysis, …

Knowledge hidden in DBLP Network Mining Functions

Who are the leading researchers on Web search? Ranking

Who are the peer researchers of Jure Leskovec? Similarity Search

Whom will Christos Faloutsos collaborate with? Relationship Prediction

Which types of relationships are most influential for an author to decide her topics? Relation Strength Learning

How was the field of Data Mining emerged or evolving? Network Evolution

Which authors are rather different from his/her peers in IR? Outlier/anomaly detection
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What Is Entity Recognition and Typing (ER)

 Identify token spans of entity mentions in text, and classify 
them into predefined set of types of interest

[Barack Obama] arrived this afternoon in [Washington, D.C.]. 
[President Obama]’s wife [Michelle] accompanied him

[TNF alpha] is produced chiefly by activated [macrophages]
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What Is Entity Recognition and Typing (ER)

 Identify token spans of entity mentions in text, and classify 
them into predefined set of types of interest

[TNF alpha] is produced chiefly by activated [macrophages]

[Barack Obama] arrived this afternoon in [Washington, D.C.]. 
[President Obama]’s wife [Michelle] accompanied him

PERSON
LOCATION

PROTEIN
CELL
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Can We Rely on Existing Named Entity Recognition Methods?

 Traditional named entity recognition systems from NLP

 Domain adaptation

 Human annotation

 Slow model training

 Entity linking techniques

 Low coverage & freshness

 >50% unlinkable entity mentions in Web corpus

 >90% in our experiment corpora: tweets, Yelp reviews, …
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“Automated” Recognition of Typed Entities from Text

 Goal: recognizing entity mentions of target types with minimal/no 
human supervision and with no requirement that entities can be 
found in a KB.

 Weak supervision: relies on manually selected seed entities

 pattern-based bootstrapping methods & label propagation methods 

 Assumptions on seeds: unambiguous and sufficiently frequent 

 requires careful seed selection by human

 Distant supervision: leverages entity information in KBs to reduce 
human supervision (cont.)
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Typical Workflow of Distant Supervision

 Detect entity 
mentions from text

 Map candidate 
mentions to KB 
entities of target types

 Use confidently 
mapped {mention, 
type} to infer types of 
remaining candidate 
mentions
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Typical Workflow of Distant Supervision

 Detect entity 
mentions from text

 Map candidate 
mentions to KB 
entities of target types

 Use confidently 
mapped {mention, 
type} to infer types of 
remaining candidate 
mentions
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Challenge I: Domain Restriction

 Most existing work assume entity mentions are already 
extracted by existing entity detection tools

 Trained on general-domain corpora (clean, grammatical)

 Depends on various linguistic features (dependency structures)

 Specific, dynamic or emerging domains (e.g., tweets, Yelp 
reviews)

 E.g, “in-and-out” from Yelp review
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Challenge II: Name Ambiguity
 Multiple entities may share the same surface name

 Previous methods simply output a single type/type distribution for each 
surface name, instead of an exact type for each entity mention

While Griffin is not the part of Washington’s plan on Sunday’s game, … Sport team

…has concern that Kabul is an ally of Washington. US government

He has office in Washington, Boston and San Francisco US capital city

Washington State or Washington

Sport 
team

Govern
-ment

State
…

While Griffin is not the part of 
Washington’s plan on Sunday’s 

game, …

… news from Washington indicates 
that the congress is going to…

It is one of the best state parks in 
Washington.
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Challenge III: Context Sparsity
 A variety of contextual clues are leveraged to find sources of shared semantics 

across different entities

 Keywords, Wiki concepts, linguistic patterns, textual relations, …

 Previous methods have difficulties in handling entity mention with 
sparse (infrequent) context

ID Sentence Freq

1 The magnitude 9.0 quake caused widespread devastation in [Kesennuma city] 12

2 … tsunami that ravaged [northeastern Japan] last Friday 31

3 The resulting tsunami devastate [Japan]’s northeast 244
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Our Solution

Domain-agnostic phrase mining algorithm

• Extracts candidate entity mentions & relation phrases with minimal 
linguistic/domain assumption  domain restriction

Do not simply merge entity mentions with identical surface names

• Model each mention based on its surface name and context, in a
scalable way  name ambiguity

Mine synonymous relation phrase co-occurring with entity mentions

• Helps form connecting bridges among entities that do not share identical 
context, but share synonymous relation phrases  context sparsity
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A Relation Phrase-Based Entity Recognition Framework

 POS-constrained phrase segmentation for mining candidate entity mentions
and relation phrases, simultaneously

 Construct a heterogeneous graph to represent available information in a 
unified form

Entity mentions are
kept as individual
objects to be
disambiguated
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Why Jointly Clustering Relation Phrases?

 With the constructed graph, formulate a graph-based semi-supervised
learning of two tasks jointly:

Type propagation on heterogeneous graph

Multi-view relation phrase clustering
Type propagation via

synonymous relation phrases

Entity argument types serve as
good feature for clustering

relation phrases

Type signatures of frequent relation phrases can help 
infer the type signatures of infrequent (sparse) ones 
that have similar cluster memberships
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Candidate Generation
 An efficient phrase mining algorithm

incorporating both corpus-level statistics
and syntactic constraints

 Global significance score: Filter low-
quality candidates;

 Generic POS tag patterns: remove
phrases with improper syntactic structure

Relation phrase: phrase that denotes a unary
or binary relation in a sentence

Partitions corpus into segments which meet both significance threshold and POS patterns
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Candidate Generation

 Entity detection performance comparison with an NP chunker

Recall is most critical for this step, since later we cannot detect the misses (i.e., false negatives)

 An efficient phrase mining algorithm incorporating both corpus-level statistics and
syntactic constraints

 Global significance score: Filter low-quality candidates;

 Generic POS tag patterns: remove phrases with improper syntactic structure
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Construction of Heterogeneous Graphs
 With three types of objects extracted from corpus: candidate entity 

mentions, entity surface names, and relation phrases

 We can construct a heterogeneous graph to enforce several hypotheses (cont.)

Smoothness Assumption
the more two objects are 
likely to share the same
label, the larger the 
weight will be associated 
with their connecting edge
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Construction of Heterogeneous Graphs

 Q1: How to model exact type for each entity mention?

 Q2: How to leverage relation phrases to propagate types?

 Q3: How to disambiguate entity mentions?
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Modeling Type for Entity Mention
 Directly modeling type indicator of each entity mention in label propagation

 Intractable size of parameter space

 Type cues for entity mention:

1. Types distribution of its surface name (entity mention-surface name subgraph)

2. Type signature of its surrounding relation phrases

…has concerns whether Kabul is an ally of Washington

Washington
Gover-
nment

State

is an ally of

…has concerns whether Kabul is an ally of Washington: GOVERNMENT
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Entity Name-Relation Phrase Subgraph
 Weight importance of different relation phrases for different surface names

Aggregated co-
occurrences between
entity surface names
and relation phrases
across corpus
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Mention Correlation Subgraph
 Name with ambiguous type: “White House” (GOV or LOC?)

 Other co-occurring mentions may provide good hints

 E.g., “birth certificate” and “rose garden”
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How to Cluster Relation Phrases Jointly?
 Signals we consider:

1. String similarity (e.g., edit distance)

2. Context similarity (e.g., distributional & embedding features)

3. Type signature consistency (type distributions of entity arguments)

4. More to try…

 Softly clustering synonymous relation phrases

 Multi-view NMF as part of the final objective function
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Type Inference: A Joint Optimization Problem

Mention modeling &
mention correlation (H.2)

Multi-view relation phrases clustering (H.3 & 4)

Type propagation
between entity surface
names and relation
phrases (H.1)
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The ClusType Algorithm

 Efficiently solved by alternate
minimization based on block coordinate
descent algorithm

 Algorithm complexity is linear to #entity
mentions, #relation phrases, #cluster,
#clustering features and #target types

Update type indicators and type signatures

For each view, performs single-view NMF until converges

The ClusType algorithm:

Update consensus matrix and relative weights of different views

Until the objective converges
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Comparing ClusType with Other Methods and Its Variants

 vs. FIGER: effectiveness of our candidate generation and proposed
hypotheses on type propagation

 vs. NNPLB and APOLLO: ClusType not only utilizes semantic-rich relation
phrase as type cues, but only cluster synonymous relation phrases to tackle
context sparsity

 vs. variants: (i) models mention correlation for name disambiguation; (ii)
integrates clustering in a mutually enhancing way

46.08% and 48.94%
improvement in F1 score
compared to the best
baseline on the Tweet
and the Yelp datasets

Performance comparison on three datasets 
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Comparing on Trained NER System
 Compare with Stanford NER, which is trained on general-domain corpora including

ACE corpus and MUC corpus, on three types: PER, LOC, ORG

 ClusType and its variants outperform Stanford NER on both dynamic corpus (NYT)
and domain-specific corpus (Yelp)

 ClusType has lower precision but higher Recall and F1 score on Tweet Superior
recall of ClusType mainly come from domain-independent candidate generation
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Example Output and Relation Phrase Clusters

 Extracts more mentions and predicts types with
higher accuracy

 Not only synonymous relation
phrases, but also both sparse
and frequent relation phrase
can be clustered together

  boosts sparse relation
phrases with type information
of frequent relation phrases
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Conclusions and Future Work

 A principled way to leverage distant supervision for entity recognition 
and typing

 Domain-independent, language independent!

 General framework that can be applied to other NLP tasks!

Ongoing:
 Extend to role discovery for scientific concepts paper profiling

 Study of relation phrase clustering, such as

 joint entity/relation clustering

 synonymous relation phrase canonicalization

 Study of joint entity and relation phrase extraction with phrase mining
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Software
 Entity Typing

 ClusType: http://shanzhenren.github.io/ClusType

 Phrase Mining

 SegPhrase: https://github.com/shangjingbo1226/SegPhrase

 TopMine: http://web.engr.illinois.edu/~elkishk2/code/ToPMine.zip

 Checking our research package dissemination portal

 IlliMine http://illimine.cs.uiuc.edu/

http://shanzhenren.github.io/ClusType
https://github.com/shangjingbo1226/SegPhrase
http://web.engr.illinois.edu/~elkishk2/code/ToPMine.zip
http://illimine.cs.uiuc.edu/

